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ABSTRACT 

 

RELATIONSHIP OF SEASONAL CLOUD ALBEDO WITH HEIGHT AND AMBIENT 

AEROSOL QUANTITIES 

 

by 

Christopher Codi Hohman 

Plymouth State University, May 2021 

 

Cloud albedo is primarily a function of the cloud’s microphysical 

composition. Clouds comprised of small liquid droplets are more efficient at 

reflecting solar radiation than ones made-up of larger droplets and/or ice crystals. 

The droplet composition is a function of its temperature, which corresponds to the 

altitude of the cloud. Ambient aerosols can have an indirect effect on the size and 

quantity of droplets present in a cloud. The purpose of this study was quantifying 

changes in cloud albedo with height, time of year, and ambient aerosol optical depth.  

Our study utilized upward facing pyranometers from the AERONET station at the 

Goddard Space Flight Center to calculate cloud albedo. We used cloud height 

observations from automated and manned stations to find the corresponding cloud 

heights. We found that on average, low clouds reflected 418 W/m2 and reduced 

solar flux by 55%, middle clouds reduced radiation by 332 W/m2 and reflected 46%, 

high clouds reduced solar flux by 125 W/m2 and reflected 20% of incoming 

radiation.  
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CHAPTER 1 

1. Introduction and Background 

a. Research Motivation 

Clouds in the Earth’s atmosphere are exceedingly efficient at reflecting 

incoming solar radiation. The two primary spectra of energy clouds interact with 

are Visible Light (VIS) and Infrared Radiation (IR). Of the solar radiation that 

reaches the Earth’s surface, about half is in the VIS, and the other half is mostly near-

IR, with some in the ultraviolet (IPCC 2007). Any disruption of that energy via cloud 

albedo can have a profound impact on the amount of energy incident on the Earth’s 

surface. Although clouds are fundamental in determining the amount of solar energy 

a location receives, one of the largest challenges facing the field of meteorology and 

climatology is quantifying the amount of solar radiation reflected by clouds.  

Multiple properties within each cloud can determine its reflectivity, which in 

turn can affect the cloud’s albedo. The microphysical make-up and size of cloud 

droplets play a key role in cloud albedo. One cloud may be entirely comprised of 

large liquid cloud droplets, while another is a mix of liquid droplets and ice crystals. 

This is the result of changes in temperature as a function of height in the 

atmosphere. The optical thickness of the cloud, which is correlated to the density 

and cloud phase, can affect the albedo. Lastly, differences in the three-dimensional 

shape of a cloud can affect how sunlight is reflected with changes in the solar zenith 

angle.  

Cloud height observations are difficult to obtain. The only data commonly 

available is from Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) stations. The 
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ceilometers on these devices are only able to detect clouds at or below 12,000 ft 

(NOAA 1998). This makes it impossible to resolve cloud heights in the upper-middle 

to high etages. Finally, multiple cloud decks are common, and can stack on top of 

one another. This makes determining which clouds are responsible for reflecting 

solar radiation challenging. 

Quantifying cloud albedo from manned, automated, and passively recorded 

observations is difficult, but not impossible. The focus of this study is to compare the 

reduction of incident radiative flux density (W/m2) at the surface from low, middle, 

and high clouds during high and low aerosol quantity days in the Eastern Atlantic 

region of the United States. 

b. General Energy Properties 

 Electromagnetic radiation (EMR), in its simplest form, is the oscillation of 

interlocked electric and magnetic fields. The oscillations generate electromagnetic 

waves of energy: Radio Waves, Microwaves, Infrared, Visible Light, etc. EMR can 

exhibit properties of both waves and particles. This concept is known as the wave-

particle duality of light.  

The defining characteristic of an EMR wave type is its frequency (f) and 

corresponding wavelength (λ). The wavelength of an EMR wave is inversely related 

to the amount of energy it contains. The larger the λ, the lower the energy. The 

lowest energy waves in the EM spectrum are radio waves. These waves have 

wavelengths spanning kilometers in length. Conversely, the strongest EM waves are 

gamma rays. These waves are multiple orders of magnitude smaller than radio 
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waves in the range of picometers. Each frequency in between these extremes makes 

up the electromagnetic spectrum. 

 

Figure 1.1 The Electromagnetic Spectrum wavelengths in meters (m) and 
frequency (ν). Shorter wavelengths (Gamma rays, X rays, Ultra-violet) on the left 
side of the spectrum have more energy than longer wavelengths (Microwaves, 
Radio) on the right side. Image sourced from Wikimedia Commons. 
 
 Each λ of EMR can propagate through the same medium in varying ways. The 

efficiency with which a wave moves through material is called its transmittance. 

Transmittance is defined as the fraction of incident electromagnetic power 

transmitted through a medium.  

 Absorption is a common interaction between matter and EMR. Absorption 

begins with an incident photon of energy arriving at a unit of matter. This matter 

will take the photon’s energy and store it internally. A fundamental concept of 

absorption is understanding that not all wavelengths of energy will be absorbed by 

this matter. In fact, the matter in this scenario will only absorb specific wavelengths 

of EMR energy. For example, water vapor absorbs numerous wavelengths of energy 
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in the infrared spectrum. However, it does not have any spectral absorption lines in 

the X-ray portion of the EMR spectrum. This leads to the idea that energy absorption 

in molecules and atoms (matter) is confined to discreet amounts of energy, also 

defined as quantization. 

 The final EMR interaction with matter is reflectance. This EMR property is 

the ratio of incident electromagnetic radiation reflected by a medium or surface to 

the amount of energy absorbed by the surface. Reflectance is also wavelength 

dependent and can vary between different surface types.  

 A common term that describes reflectivity in the atmosphere is albedo, 

defined as the ratio of incident solar energy reflected by a surface. The proportion of 

reflected light is determined by properties of the surface itself, as well as the 

spectral and angular distribution of solar energy incident on the object.  An object 

that has a high albedo (e.g., a cumulus cloud) will reflect a large percentage of 

incident solar energy. In contrast, vegetation or water have low albedo ratios. The 

surface type and physical make-up of these objects determine their albedo.  

c. Solar Spectral Radiance  

 The sun emits a wide range of energy in the electromagnetic spectrum. The 

star’s spectral radiance (radiance of a surface per unit frequency) peaks in the green 

wavelength of visible light (close to 500 nm). Due to this peak, the strongest 

radiance from the sun is in the visible light spectrum. The sun also produces a large 

swath of energy in the IR, and a lesser amount in the Ultra-Violet. 

 The irradiance of the sun incident on the top of the atmosphere is called The 

Solar Constant. This value is found by integrating the spectral radiance curve of the 
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sun. The Solar Constant does vary with seasons and orbital location; however, the 

World Meteorological Organization defines a general value of 1360 W/m2.  This is 

not the value incident on the surface of the Earth. This value changes before striking 

the ground due to an array of atmospheric variables. 

d. Atmospheric Scattering and Absorption 

Light that propagates through the Earth’s atmosphere is attenuated by 

numerous atmospheric processes. Scattering of electromagnetic solar radiation 

diminishes the amount of incoming solar radiation at the surface. The three main 

types of scattering are Rayleigh, Mie, and Geometric. 

Rayleigh scattering is the dispersion of EMR by particles that have a 

significantly smaller radius than the incident wavelength of radiation, 

approximately 1/10 the particle’s radius size to the wavelength of radiation. 

Rayleigh scattering occurs most notably in the visible light spectrum within the 

Earth’s atmosphere; sunlight is Rayleigh scattered by gas molecules. The shorter 

wavelengths of the visible spectrum (blue) are Rayleigh scattered more efficiently 

than longer wavelengths of visible light (red).  

Mie scattering occurs when the particles have diameters similar in size to the 

incident wavelengths of radiation. This is the most efficient form of scattering and 

can significantly reduce the energy coming from a radiative source. In the Earth’s 

atmosphere, particles like cloud and rain droplets, dust, or smoke are highly 

efficient at Mie scattering visible light. Therefore, Mie scattering fundamentally 

describes why clouds reduce incoming surface solar radiation, a key concept in this 

study. 
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Gases in the atmosphere will absorb specific wavelengths of sunlight. Oxygen 

and nitrogen absorb the shortest wavelengths of sunlight that propagate through 

the atmosphere (<190 nm). When molecular ozone absorbs this energy, it photo 

dissociates into molecular and atomic oxygen.  Ozone is responsible for absorbing 

most of the far UV spectrum, between 200 – 300 nm. Water vapor, carbon dioxide, 

and oxygen absorb wavelengths in the near and far infrared. Water vapor and O2 are 

responsible for absorbing the majority of near-IR between 700 nm – 1,000 nm. CO2 

will absorb in the mid-IR and far-IR range. Water vapor absorbs mid-IR wavelengths 

between 5,000 nm to 8,000 nm. O3 and CO2 absorb the furthest IR wavelengths 

between 10,000 nm to 30,000 nm. These channels of absorption make the 

atmosphere opaque to these wavelengths. 

The wavelengths of solar energy that are not absorbed by molecules and 

gases in the atmosphere make up the atmospheric windows of sunlight. The 

atmosphere is transparent to these wavelengths and therefore allows the energy to 

reach the ground as incident solar radiation. Figure 1.2 below visualizes these 

atmospheric windows. 
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Figure 1.2 The curves at the top of the figure represent energy intensity from 

incoming (Solar) and outgoing (Terrestrial) radiation. Higher energy intensities 

indicate that our atmosphere does not absorb these wavelengths and are therefore 

translucent. This is shown further in the atmospheric absorption curves below. High 

absorption percentages indicate the atmosphere is opaque to these wavelengths. 

Most of the energy in the visible light spectrum experiences little absorption, while 

only specific channels of shortwave and longwave IR are translucent. Image 

courtesy of NOAA 

 
e. Aerosols 

In the troposphere and lower stratosphere, there are fine solid particles and 

liquid droplets scattered throughout the globe. These small particles are considered 

aerosols. There is no defined upper limit to the size of these particles. However, 

aerosols of interest to our study have a diameter of approximately 1 micrometer. 

This size encompasses particles like haze, smoke, and other fine suspended matter. 

The bulk of aerosols, about 90 percent by mass, have natural origins (Chin 

2007). Volcanic eruptions spew massive amounts of ash into the atmosphere. They 

also release sulfur dioxide, which can lead to the formation of suspended sulfates. 

Forest fires release ash and partially burned carbon into the air. Various plants 
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produce gases that induce chemical reactions in the atmosphere that lead to the 

formation of aerosols.  

Ocean and dessert processes are two of the largest sources of aerosols in the 

world. Oceans contain microalgae that produce sulfurous gasses, which can lead to 

the formation of sulfates in the atmosphere. Sea spray can evaporate, giving way to 

winds advecting salts upward and into the air. Sandstorms, like the ones seen in the 

African deserts, can produce massive amounts of dust aloft.  

Anthropogenically produced aerosols comprise the remaining 10% of 

aerosol production on Earth (Chin 2007). Fossil fuel combustion from coal powered 

plants produce sulfur dioxide, which reacts with water in the atmosphere to form 

solid sulfates. Controlled burning of biomass material leads to additional organic 

carbon aerosols. Lastly, incomplete combustion from engines leads to the formation 

of sulfates, nitrates, carbon, and other fine particles. Anthropogenically produced 

aerosols can dominate urban regions and locations downwind of industries. 

Aerosols play a critical role in cloud processes in the troposphere and can 

influence cloud albedo, disrupting the amount of solar radiation that reaches the 

ground. The following section explains these two concepts in detail. 

f. Cloud Formation 

Clouds begin to form when water vapor transfers positive energy into the 

environment. This is known as Latent Heat release into the atmosphere. The water 

vapor transforms from a gaseous state and condenses into liquid water. Water 

vapor cannot condense freely on its own, as it requires the presences of aerosols. 
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For a cloud droplet to form, high levels of humidity are required. Ambient 

humidity levels will not reach values high enough to form cloud droplets without 

the presence of aerosols. Therefore, aerosols allow cloud droplets to condense in 

lower humidity environments. The aerosols that assist in the formation of cloud 

droplets are called Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCNs). The water vapor condenses 

onto the aerosol’s surface and grows into a cloud droplet. 

Figure 1.3 depicts the supersaturation needed for a cloud droplet to be in 

equilibrium with the environment over a range of droplet diameters. The shape of 

the curve is dependent upon the composition of the solute (aerosols). Super 

saturation values above the peaks of these curves activates cloud droplet growth. 

 

Figure 1.3 Köhler Curve diagram depicting the supersaturation values (%) required 
to form cloud droplets in the presence of Sodium Chloride aerosols. The mass of 
these aerosols increases by an order of magnitude from left to right. The more 
massive the aerosol, the less super-saturation is required to generate a cloud 
droplet. 
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The quantity of aerosols in a cloud will influence the cloud droplet size 

distribution. There is typically a finite amount of water vapor available in a cloud to 

condense into liquid water. If there is a high number of aerosols, then the water 

content in the cloud is spread out across more droplets, lowering the size of cloud 

droplets. Conversely, lower aerosol quantities allow more water vapor to condense 

onto the CCNS, which raises the cloud droplet size distribution. The size of these 

cloud droplets plays a major role in dictating the cloud’s albedo. 

g. Cloud Radiative Properties 

Most of the solar radiation incident on the surface of the Earth is in the form 

of VIS and IR energy (Fig 1.2). This energy propagates through the atmosphere, and 

eventually strikes the ground. Clouds can disrupt this process by reflecting and 

absorbing this energy. 

Cloud droplets scatter all wavelengths of visible light, and therefore appear 

white to the observer. When incident visible light strikes a cloud droplet, it is Mie 

scattered because visible light has a comparable wavelength size to cloud droplets. 

Some of this energy is reflected into space, effectively blocking it from continuing 

toward the surface, causing a net cooling effect. 

This process imposes a massive reduction in the amount of shortwave 

radiation received by the surface of the Earth. Figure 1.4 below shows net cooling 

effects from clouds due to shortwave scattering. This figure shows that annual 

shortwave reflectance is approximately –50 W/m2.  

Clouds absorb and emit electromagnetic radiation. The spectrum of energy 

clouds absorb is in the longwave IR range. Incoming solar radiation in the LW IR 
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range will strike a cloud. The water vapor in that cloud will absorb the LW IR. This 

energy is stored in the molecule before it is emitted in all directions. Some of this 

energy will propagate to the surface. The energy can be absorbed or reflected as the 

cycle continues.  

 

Figure 1.4 Distribution of annual-mean top of the atmosphere (a) shortwave 
(blue shaded) and (b) longwave (red shaded) cloud radiative effects averaged over 
the period of 2001-2011. (a) shows cloud conditions exert a global annual 
shortwave radiative effect around -50 W/m2. (b) indicates clouds exert global 
annual longwave radiative effects near 30 W/m2 for a net global mean of 
approximately -20 W/m2. Image from the IPCC AR5 report (Chapter 7, fig. 7.7a-b). 
 
 

Cloud albedo, the fraction of incident solar light reflected by clouds, is caused 

by a multitude of individual scattering events. These scattering events occur when 

an incident photon encounters a single drop or ice particle within a cloud that forces 

the photon to change direction. Most of the light scattered by a cloud is scattered by 

as many as 20 to 30 drops before emerging upward from the top of a cloud 

(Twomey 1977). Of the variables that determine the reflectivity of a cloud, the two 

major quantities are the optical thickness and single-scattering albedo.  

Optical thickness is defined as the logarithm of the ratio of incident to 

transmitted radiant power through a material. This ratio is roughly the number of 

interactions a photon has with the medium. Dense opaque clouds have a high optical 
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thickness, while thin transparent clouds have a low optical thickness. Single-

scattering albedo is the fraction of scattered energy that reflects in another direction 

after interacting with a material. For water and visible light, absorption is slight 

(Twomey 1977). Nearly all the energy removed by scattering is conserved, and thus 

means water droplets have a high single-scattering albedo. 

A significant variable that determines a cloud’s optical thickness and single-

scattering albedo is its microphysical make-up, or phase. There are three general 

cloud phases. The first are warm clouds comprised entirely of liquid water droplets. 

The second are cold clouds made up of ice crystals, and lastly mixed clouds of both 

ice and liquid droplets. Liquid phase clouds produce the highest levels of optical 

thickness and single-scattering albedo (Twomey 1974, Twomey 1977, Ramanathan 

2001). This occurs because liquid cloud droplets are more efficient at scattering 

visible light than ice crystals (Twomey 1977, Ramanathan 2001). Conversely, solid 

phase clouds comprised of ice allow more light to transmit through them. This 

reduces both the optical thickness and single-scattering albedo of the cloud, and 

overall reduces its efficiency at reflecting incoming solar radiation. 

Another important variable that dictates a cloud’s albedo is the size 

distribution of cloud droplets. Small cloud droplets, both liquid and ice, reflect 

visible light more efficiently than larger droplets (Twomey 1974, Ramanathan 

2001). This is because the smaller a droplet or crystal, the higher it’s single-

scattering albedo (Twomey 1977). These smaller droplets become closer in size to 

wavelengths of visible light. Thus, they Mie scatter visible light more efficiently.  
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An important factor in determining cloud droplet size is the quantity of 

aerosols present in the cloud. In a cloud environment where water vapor remains 

constant, high quantities of aerosols can have a dramatic effect on cloud droplet size. 

When a cloud has numerous aerosols present, the cloud droplet radius falls 

(Twomey 1974, Twomey 1977). In his landmark paper, Pollution and the Planetary 

Albedo, Twomey discusses how the addition of cloud nuclei increases the solar 

radiation reflected by clouds. The optical thickness and single-scattering albedo 

increases as cloud drop size decreases. His studies suggest that the number of CCNs 

in a cloud can have a significant indirect effect on a cloud’s albedo. Figure 1.5 shows 

the Twomey effect occurring from ship tracks over the Atlantic. Aerosols are 

generated from ship exhaust, which indirectly raises the albedo of the clouds. 
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Figure 1.5 Ship tracks recorded with the Moderate Resolution Imaging 
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on the Aqua satellite west of Spain and France on 27 
January 2003. Top: the aerosol particles from the exhausts along ship routes act as 
CCN and thus increase cloud albedo. Bottom: the aerosols affect the cloud radiative 
(optical thickness) and microphysical (effective droplet radius) properties. Images 
courtesy of NASA’s Earth Observatory. 

 

h. AERONET 

The contributor of aerosol and radiative data for this research is from the 

Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET). AERONET is a federation of ground-based 

remote sensing aerosol networks established by NASA and a host of other 

collaborators from national agencies, institutes, universities, individual scientists, 

and partners. Their network spans across the globe. For over 25-years, the project 
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has provided a long-term database of aerosol optical depth (AOD), microphysical 

and radiative properties for aerosol research, and validation of satellite retrievals.  

Each station is fitted with instruments that measure numerous aerosol 

properties and incident radiative flux density at the Earth’s surface. These sites offer 

quality-assured level 2.0 data for AOD; and level 1.5 data quality solar flux 

measurements. 

i. Instrumentation 

The instrument AERONET uses to measure solar flux is a pyranometer. A 

pyranometer is designed to measure the radiative flux density at the surface of the 

Earth. This value has units of W/m2. The basic physical principle used by 

pyranometers to measure solar flux is the thermoelectric effect. This effect is the 

direct conversion of temperature difference into an electric current. A pyranometer 

consists of a flattened half spherical body with a glass dome at the top. Inside the 

protective dome is a black coating that absorbs most wavelengths of energy from 

the sun. This coating acts as a black body for all incoming solar radiation. 

Underneath the black surface are multiple thermocouples, which are sensitive to 

differences in temperature and use the thermoelectric effect to generate a current. 

The body of the pyranometer acts as a heat sink for the device. As the black body 

warms from solar radiation, the difference in temperature between the black body 

and pyranometer body generates an electric current in the thermocouples. The 

voltage in this current represents the amount of radiative flux striking the ground. 

The larger the temperature difference, the higher the voltage, and thus a higher 

solar flux density.  
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The Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) AERONET site is equipped with a 

Kipp and Zonen CM-21 Pyranometer. This device measures flux in the spectral range 

between 305-2800 nm. This type of pyranometer uses two glass domes to reduce 

the temperature effects from wind, rain, and thermal radiation losses to the 

environment. Figure 1.6 is a labeled diagram of the device. 

 

Figure 1.6 Labeled diagram of a Kipp and Zonen CM-21 Pyranometer used at 
the GSFC AERONET site. Image from Kipp & Zonen pyranometer manual (Page 7). 
 

To measure the AOD, the AERONET sites employ a sun photometer, an 

instrument that measures the amount of direct sunlight. Instead of recording a 

broad spectrum of wavelengths like a pyranometer, the photometer measures flux 

from a narrow band of wavelengths. This spectral flux provides information that can 

be used to calculate an array of aerosol products. Figure 1.7 is an image of the 

CE318-T Sun-Sky-Lunar spectral photometer used at AERONET sites. 
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Figure 1.7 CE318-T Sun-Sky-Lunar spectral photometer. This type of 
photometer is used at the Goddard Space Flight Center AERONET site. Image from 
NASAs AERONET program. 
 

The sun photometer collects direct sunlight data. This means the device is 

designed to follow the sun as it traverses the celestial dome. Sunlight travels 

through a small opening at the end of a cylindrical metal tube. This light illuminates 

a light-emitting diode (LED) at the end of the tube.  

The sun photometer uses the photoelectric effect. When light from the sun 

strikes the LED inside the photometer, a small current is produced. Electronics in 
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the photometer amplify this current and convert it to a voltage which allows the 

device to measure flux at a specific wavelength of energy. 

Spectral flux measurements provide insight into aerosol properties in the 

atmosphere. Different sized particles will scatter specific wavelengths of energy at 

varying efficiencies. Knowing these values can provide insight into the AOD of a 

region, which can describe aerosol quantities in the region. 

j. GOES-13 

 Satellite data for this study was provided by GOES-13, a weather satellite that 

was part of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) 

Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) system. This system is 

designed to monitor weather patterns across large sections of the globe. For GOES-

13, the satellite was positioned to monitor the eastern sections of the United States, 

as well as most of the Atlantic and South America. Figure 1.8 is a full disk image 

representing its scan region. 
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Figure 1.8 Example of the GOES-13 full disk visible image. The satellite’s scan 
region was primarily the North and South American continents. Image courtesy of 
NOAA. 
 
 GOES-13 (Classified as GOES-N before placed in orbit) was launched on 24 

May 2006. The satellite did not perform active operations as GOES-East until April 

2010. It operated as GOES-East from April 2010 to December 2017, before it was 

replaced by GOES-16. At the time of this writing, it is monitoring the Indian Ocean 

and will replace Meteosat-8. The satellite is now used by the U.S. Air Force and has 

been renamed to DOD-1 (Department of Defense-1). It will be fully operational for 

the Indian Ocean into the mid-2020s.  

 GOES-13 is equipped with an imaging radiometer that uses data from its five 

channels to produce images of the Earth’s surface, cloud cover, cloud temperature 

and height. These channels and their pixel sizes are described in Figure 1.9. The 
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imager operates by simultaneously sensing emitted thermal and reflected energy 

from selected areas around the Earth. The scan mirror sweeps east to west and west 

to east perpendicular to a north-to-south path. The scan area of the imager is 1,864 

x 1,864 miles.  

 

Figure 1.9 Scan channels operated by GOES-13. Channel 1 is the daytime visible 
band, with the highest resolution pixel size of 1 KM. Channel 2 uses near-IR to 
capture nighttime cloud cover. Channels 3-5 capture short and long IR bands of 
energy emitted from the Earth’s atmosphere. Image courtesy of NOAA. 
 
 Public GOES-13 data is stored in the NOAA Comprehensive Large Array-Data 

Stewardship System (CLASS). This dataset catalogs numerous products from all 

GOES, Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental, and Department of Defense 

satellites. Each channel of data from the GOES-13 scan area are available upon 

request from this system. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2. Methodology 

a. Station Selection and Timeframe 

To adequately measure cloud albedo, we found a station that a) had quality-

controlled pyranometer data and b) was near automated and manned METAR 

stations. After reviewing numerous AERONET stations, we decided to select the 

AERONET site at the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). This station is equipped 

with a Kipp and Zonen CM-21 Pyranometer and received routine maintenance for 

all instruments on site. The GSFC pyranometer produces Level 1.5 solar radiative 

flux density data. Level 1.5 data indicates the flux data has been screened to remove 

any intervals for which operational problems are known or suspected to have 

compromised data. Level 1.5 is one step below the highest level of quality data at 

2.0. However, AERONET has found that the difference in these two levels are less 

than 1% (NASA 2019), indicating that Level 1.5 is high enough quality to conduct 

research. 

The GSFC station is near multiple automated ASOS locations. The Fort Meade 

(KFME) and College Park (KCGS) ASOS stations are within ten miles of GSFC. We 

consequently selected those stations for their cloud height observations. For non-

automated surface observations, we selected the Baltimore International Airport 

(KBWI). This location provides hourly manned cloud height observations and is 

approximately 15 miles from GSFC.  

The GSFC was also selected because of the high-quality aerosol 

measurements available. The AERONET station has quality-assured AOD data. The 
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sun photometer measurements produced at GSFC are Level 2.0 quality. This grade 

of data is pre-and post-field calibration applied, cloud-screened, and of high 

research quality (NASA 2019).  

The station is also located in an area that experiences significant aerosol 

advection. An aerosol climatology conducted Holben (2001) found a high aerosol 

presence over the station during the spring, summer, and fall seasons. Holben 

suggests dominant synoptic patterns over Maryland support aerosol advection from 

the industrial regions south and west of GSFC. The study also finds that the 

industrial aerosols present over GSFC are hygroscopic, which favor cloud droplet 

formation. These factors support the GSFC as an optimal choice to study the indirect 

effect of aerosols on cloud albedo. 

In this study, we analyzed data between 1 January 2015 and 31 December 

2016. There were three main reasons for selecting this time range. First, the GSFC 

had the most continuous dataset of solar flux density during that timeframe. There 

were occasional outages that only lasted between 1-2 days. Second, the GOES-13 

imager and surface stations listed above had continuous lengths of quality assured 

data. Lastly, we decided that two years was long enough to capture seasonal and 

daily variability in cloud albedo at GSFC.  

        b.    Flux and AOD Data Collection 

To obtain surface solar flux density data, we utilized the AERONET database. 

This database has consistent, 2-minute resolution Level 1.5 flux data from 2003-

2017 at GSFC. Monthly and daily datasets are free to download from AERONET. For 

our research, we selected individual days to determine cloud albedo. Our goal was 
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to calculate albedo during brief moments of intermittent cloud cover by generating 

a linear interpolation between cloud passage. 

 The first step in collecting flux data was determining if the pyranometer 

recorded useable observations. If no clouds traversed over the station that day, then 

there is no cloud albedo to calculate. Conversely, if it was too cloudy that day, then we 

could not perform our methodology of surface radiation loss measurements.   

To determine if a cloud traversed over the pyranometer, we wrote a program 

to find steep downward spikes in the solar radiation bell-curve. These spikes had to 

be sharp and clearly cloud-induced. If the spike was longer than 15 consecutive flux 

observations (which equates to 30 minutes in real time), then albedo was not 

calculated for that cloud. Cloud observations that lasted longer than 30 minutes begin 

to significantly reduce the accuracy of our surface flux loss estimations.  

 Not every cloudy day was cut from the list of useable days. If the solar bell-

curve showed instances of defined spikes at certain parts of the day, then we 

exclusively analyzed those timeframes. This happened on numerous occasions and 

allowed us to populate more data points for each cloud etage.  

Figure 2.1 shows a solar curve with definitive downward spikes in flux. Clouds 

are not lingering over the station, which in turn does not flatten the curve, allowing 

us to produce accurate cloud albedo estimates. Fig 2.2 represents a pyranometer 

curve that we did not use because the sky was too cloudy. The curve is flattened due 

to clouds reflecting a significant amount of short-wave radiation. As a result, the solar 

curve is unknown, and it would be difficult to make accurate estimates of cloud albedo 

without using theoretical values. 
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Figure 2.1 Two-minute solar radiative flux density observed at Goddard Space Flight 
Center on 1 June 2016 00-2359 EST. The solar curve contains clear downward spikes 
in solar flux. These brief instances of flux loss are caused by traversing cloud cover. 
Image from NASAs AERONET program. 
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Figure 2.2 Two-minute solar radiative flux density observed at Goddard Space Flight 
Center on 3 June 2016 00-2359 EST. Cloud cover is constant throughout the day. 
Without clear downward spikes, it is difficult to estimate solar flux losses. Image from 
NASAs AERONET program. 
 
 
 The next step was collecting AOD observations. AEROENTs dataset includes 

2-minute AOD measurements as well as daily averages. The AOD measurements 

available are between wavelengths 340 nm to 1640 nm. For this research, we 

selected the daily average (calculated by averaging all 2- minute observations in the 

24-hour period) AOD at 500 nm. The 500 nm AOD is a common measurement used 

in aerosol research to determine aerosol quantity (Jianrong 2004). 500 nm AOD 

provides a good “middle-ground” between small and large aerosol particles. This 

allowed us to capture a wider range of aerosol types advecting over GSFC. 
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c. Cloud Observations 

 Cloud height observations were categorized into three etages: Low, Middle,  

and High. This research used the etage height ranges for temperate regions in the 

mid-latitudes. For low level clouds, the heights ranged from the surface to 1,980 m 

(6,500 ft). Middle etage clouds fell between 1,981 m to 5,486 m (18,000 ft). Clouds 

higher than 5,486 m were deemed High level clouds. If a cloud was at the exact 

height between ranges, the level was rounded down to the lower etage.  

Surface cloud height observations were collected from the Iowa State 

University Environmental Mesonet system. This database contains cloud height 

values from the CGS and FME ASOS station. The site also contains archived hourly 

manned surface observations from KBWI. Both the ASOS stations and KBWI 

archives contains a maximum of three recorded cloud height levels.  

 The ASOS stations both reported at different time intervals. The FME station 

reported on the 18th, 36th, and 57th minute of every hour. CGS reported on the 15th, 

35th, and 55th minute of every hour. KBWI METAR observations reported on the 57th 

minute of each hour. Occasionally, KBWI experienced rapid changes in cloud height 

levels that would necessitate a special (SPECI) METAR report. This study utilized 

SPECI reports for cloud height calculations when available. 

d. GOES-13 Data 

Our study used archived GOES-13 Satellite Data via the NOAA 

Comprehensive Large Array-Data Stewardship System (CLASS). CLASS is an 

electronic library of NOAA environmental data. The website provides capabilities 

for finding and obtaining those data. CLASS is NOAA’s premiere on-line utility tool 
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for the distribution of NOAA Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental satellites, 

GOES, and derived data.  

The GOES-13 Imager was the main instrument used to verify cloud heights. 

Data from the following bands were used in tandem to determine the cloud height: 

Band 1 (Visible 0.63 micrometers), Band 2 (Near IR 3.9 micrometers), and Band 3 

(Far IR 10.7 micrometers). 

The CLASS system requires start and end times for each requested day. For 

this research, by default all the times from sunrise to sunset were selected. 

Occasionally, only certain parts of the day were useable for flux reduction estimates, 

in which only those hours were selected for cloud verification. 

A file viewer was needed to visualize the raw satellite data. This study used 

The Integrated Data Viewer (IDV), a program well equipped to render GOES-13 

images. The application has numerous tools that allowed us to pinpoint exact pixel 

values for all the channels listed above.  

e. Cloud Albedo Algorithm 

A large challenge in this study was determining what the radiative solar flux 

density would have been if a cloud had not traversed over the pyranometer. 

Numerous studies have used theoretical bell-curves of solar radiation. However, 

these curves depict radiative flux densities at the top of the atmosphere, and do not 

account for attenuation due to the Earth’s atmosphere. This can cause the radiation 

curve to be off by hundreds of W/m2 compared to observed values at the same time 

of day and year. It is important to keep the estimated cloud data as accurate as 
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possible. To do this, we used observed data from the pyranometer to estimate 

incident solar flux values. 

Our code (see Appendix A) first ingesting two-minute solar flux density data 

from the pyranometer. It then looks for steep negative changes in consecutive solar 

flux observations to determine if a cloud is beginning to move overhead. Normally, 

the amount of radiant energy striking the Earth’s surface changes gradually minute 

to minute. During the morning hours when the solar angle increases, the radiative 

flux density will increase by an order of magnitude between 1–10 W/m2 every two 

minutes. Conversely, once the angle has peaked for the day, surface radiation will 

decrease between –1 to –10 W/m2 as the sun gradually sets. 

When a cloud passes over the pyranometer, there is a sudden and extreme 

drop in incident solar energy. If the program calculates a change in flux density of 

more than –40 W/m2 between consecutive radiation observations, it deems that a 

cloud is starting to traverse over GSFC. 

The –40 W/m2 criteria were used to reduce the amount of noise in cloud 

detection. We wanted clear and obvious downward spikes of surface radiation. The 

only time we changed these criteria was during high cloud events. The small 

reduction in surface radiation caused by high cloud albedo necessitated reducing the 

–40 W/m2 threshold so that the program was sensitive enough to pick up the cloud’s 

albedo. During these high cloud events, the criteria was set to –20 W/m2. To 

determine when a cloud departs overhead, the program checks the slope of 

consecutive pyranometer observations to the last clear sky point until the slope 

becomes positive again, or the slope becomes greater than 40 W/m2.  
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When the cloud passes over the pyranometer and the program deems surface 

flux is no longer cloud contaminated, the code begins calculating albedo. The code 

estimates the surface solar radiation if the cloud had not passed over the station 

through a linear interpolation of flux values between the time periods before and 

after the cloud was detected. The advantage of using this linear interpolation is that 

it uses observed values to estimate radiation loss as opposed to using theoretical 

values. 

The program takes the data point before the cloud traversed the pyranometer, 

and the immediate point after the cloud passed. The following equation was 

implemented to calculate the equation for the line: 

M = (Y2 - Y1) / (X2 - X1) 

B = Y1 – (X1 x M) 

Y = M x X + B 

Y1 and Y2 are the surface solar radiative flux values immediately before and 

after (respectively) cloud passage. X1 and X2 are the time stamps for those points. M 

is the slope between those points, B is the Y-intercept, and Y is the estimated flux 

value. The program takes the X values of the cloud contaminated points and 

generates an estimated surface radiative value using the line equation. Finally, the 

program calculates albedo by finding the difference between the estimated surface 

flux and observed values during cloud passage. 

f. Cloud Assignment Algorithm 

We decided to make the cloud height resolution hourly because cloud height, 

unless during anomalous events, does not change drastically within a single hour. 
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This means that each hour in the day was given a Low, Middle, or High cloud 

designation. When a cloud height traversed the pyranometer, the radiation loss was 

categorized into one of these etages. To determine an hour’s etage, we developed a 

Cloud Assignment Algorithm. 

The first step was creating a “First Guess” cloud height level. The program 

looks at an hour’s worth of cloud height observations from each station. It then sums 

the cloud heights from each respective station, then divides by the number of cloud 

observations to calculate an average cloud height for that hour. 

The algorithm checks to see if the average hourly cloud height at each station 

is in the same height etage as the other two. If the cloud height level is within 1,500 ft 

of one another, the program labels the average cloud height according to etage and 

identifies it as “High Confidence: X Cloud Etage” meaning the stations agree. If the 

stations averages are between 1,501 ft and 2,500 ft, then the program labels the first 

guess cloud height as “Moderate Confidence: X Cloud Etage.” If the average level is 

between 2,501 ft and 3,500 ft, then it is labeled “Low Confidence: X Cloud Etage.” If 

the average cloud heights disagree by more than 3,500 ft, then “Extremely Low 

Confidence: X Cloud Etage” is given. 

The confidence levels were used to determine which hours needed to be 

subjectively examined. Once the confidence levels were completed, all cloud height 

observations in the hour were compared to one another by a researcher. The 

researcher labeled any cloud heights recorded that were out of the etage range from 

the surrounding stations as “Conflicting Cloud Heights.” 
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Finally, satellite observations verified cloud height levels recorded at the 

surface. IDV rendered the satellite data into a useable image of all three bands 

mentioned above. Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show these GOES-13 band views. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 GOES-13 Visible satellite band (Channel 1) on 29 August 2016. The 

purple box indicates the coordinates of Goddard Space Flight Center. 
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Figure 2.4 GOES-13 Longwave IR Satellite band (Channel 5) on 29 August 2016. The 

purple box indicates the coordinates of Goddard Space Flight Center.  

 

The first verification method used the visible band to determine if the surface 

observations aligned with the visible satellite images. Visible satellite images also 

have the advantage of determining if there were multiple cloud decks over the 

region. If there were multiple decks, then the pyranometer data was not used. The 

second method utilized was the IDV cloud top temperature point indicator. This tool 

gives the cloud height temperature for the exact pixel over the GSFC and gives a 

timetable line graph of cloud top temperatures for each satellite observation. We 

compared cloud temperatures to the U.S. standard atmosphere to estimate their 

cloud height. We then correlated these height estimates to surface observations to 

determine if they were in agreement. 
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g. Data Computation 

Our goal was to create relevant statistical analyses that accurately represent 

cloud albedo’s effect on incident surface solar radiation. Cloud albedo is represented 

by two main values: total reduction in incident solar flux and percentage of solar 

flux reflected. Total reduction in solar flux is the raw amount of flux density (W/m2) 

reflected by a cloud, independent of time of year or day. The percentage of solar flux 

reflected indicates how much flux was lost due cloud albedo. For example, during 

the summer the surface flux density is around 1000 W/m2 at noon. In this example, 

a low cloud arbitrarily reflects 500 W/m2 (50% surface flux loss) and a middle cloud 

reflects 400 W/m2 (40% surface flux loss). In the winter during the same time of 

day, the surface flux is around 600 W/m2. A low cloud reflects 300 W/m2 (50%), 

and a middle cloud reflects 240 W/m2 (40%). The raw radiation loss is different in 

these examples; however, the percentage of solar energy reflected is the same.  

h. Cloud Albedo by Height  

 We calculated the average and median loss in surface flux in low, middle, and 

high clouds. This statistic represents the normal albedo each etage experiences. We 

included it to provide a baseline of how much flux is lost at the surface when a 

specific cloud height traverses overhead.  

The calculations took every data point in solar flux reduction from each 

respective cloud etage.  This selection was independent of time of year or day. This 

led to 3,063 data points for Low Clouds, 1,369 points of Middle Clouds, and 610 

points for High Clouds. The total flux loss and percentage of flux reflected from each 

point was summed, then divided by the number of points to calculate the average. 
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For the median, each value for total and percent reflected was categorized from 

highest to lowest in each cloud etage. The value in the middle of this number line 

was deemed the median of the corresponding dataset. 

i.  Seasonal Albedo Calculations 

Understanding seasonal variability in cloud albedo was a major goal in this 

study. Ambient atmospheric conditions are known to change drastically with the 

seasons, resulting in changes in cloud composition. This change in cloud phase can 

affect its efficiency at reflecting incoming solar radiation. The monthly average was 

therefore critical in understanding how cloud albedo changes with the seasons.  

The program categorized observation time stamps for each cloud height by 

month. The total radiation loss and percent reflected were subsequently summed 

for each individual month during 2015-2016. The sum was divided by the number 

of observations for each month to produce monthly averages. 

The pyranometer at GSFC during the month of December in 2015 and 2016 

experienced multiple observational outages. The volume of outages made it difficult 

to calculate the average monthly albedo for middle and high clouds. There were not 

enough useable middle and high cloud events to calculate an accurate average. We 

decided to omit the December month from average calculations for middle and high 

clouds.   
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          j.     Cloud Albedo by Position 

 One of our goals was to resolve how cloud albedo could change by the time of 

day, as well as the cloud’s position relative to the observer. The position of the cloud 

relative to sun angle plays a major role in the reflectivity of a cloud. Additionally, the 

optical thickness in a cloud is not uniform. The leading edge of cloud could have 

different reflectivity values than the mid-section, or even the departing edge. The 

following position calculations attempted to quantify these two values. 

  Time of day calculations categorized each radiation loss metric relative to 

cloud height by hour and were independent of season. If a cloud started traversing 

the pyranometer late in the hour and continued to reduce solar radiation into the 

next hour, then the albedo was categorized into the hour in which the cloud spent 

the most time. For example, if a cloud started traversing at 13:58 UTC, and departed 

at 14:08 UTC, then that flux reduction was factored into the 14 UTC observations. 

Each hour’s observations were summed, then divided by the number of 

observations to create an average. 

 Cloud onset and departure calculations attempted to represent how surface 

flux changes in different sections of a cloud. Our goal was to resolve the leading edge 

of a cloud as surface flux falls, the middle section of a cloud, and the departing edge 

as flux rebounds. Our study attempted to resolve this by breaking up a traversing 

cloud into thirds. The first third of a traversing cloud’s flux observations was 

categorized as cloud onset. The second third was deemed the middle-section of a 

cloud. Finally, the last third was the departing edge. If the number of observations 
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was not divisible by three, the carryover was taken from the departing and leading 

edges and added to the middle section. 

 

          k.      Aerosol and Cloud Albedo Calculations 

Our study aimed to quantify the indirect effect aerosol quantities have on 

cloud albedo. To do that, our study produced two datasets. The first represents flux 

loss within specific ranges of AOD. The second one was a set of correlation 

calculations between albedo and AOD. These metrics were the R2 and correlation 

coefficient values between AOD and reflectivity in low, middle, and high clouds. 

Every flux loss measurement, in each cloud etage, was assigned to its 

corresponding daily average AOD measurement and categorized into range bins. 

The AOD ranges selected were 0.0-0.05, 0.06-0.1, 0.101-0.2, 0.201-0.3, 0.301-0.4, …, 

0.9+. This yielded 11 possible ranges for flux observations. Each flux value in the 

respective range bins were summed and divided by the number of observations. 

This yielded the average flux loss values for each range. 

The R2 values and correlation coefficient were calculated between AOD and 

albedo from each etage. The x-independent variable was the daily average AOD, and 

the y-dependent variable was the flux loss observations (W/m2). The R2 value and 

correlation coefficient were then calculated for each cloud etage across all 

observations.   
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CHAPTER 3 

3. Data Visualization and Analysis 

a. Seasonal Cloud Albedo 

 In the low cloud etage, solar flux density loss is at a minimum during the 

months of November, December, and January (Fig 3.1). In December, flux density 

loss reaches minimum annual values at –232.1 W/m2 (Table 3.1). Conversely, low 

clouds experience maximum radiation loss in June, July, and August. The largest loss 

occurs during August at –515.9 W/m2.  

Flux losses experience the highest rate of change during the months of 

February, March, and April. Monthly average flux loss increases from –307.6 W/m2, 

to –369.6 W/m2, then –453.9 W/m2 (respectively). Flux loss increases at a slower 

rate between June and August from –481.0 W/m2 to –514.9 W/m2. Fall months 

experience a sharp change in average flux values. September losses fall from –424.3 

W/m2, to –399.5 W/m2 in October, and finally –298.4 W/m2 in November. 

While the solar flux density loss varies for low clouds throughout the year, 

the percentage of flux reflected remains relatively stable (Fig 3.2). Each month, 

except for February, recorded albedos between 50% and 60% (Table 3.2). In fact, 

eleven out of the twelve months are within +/- 4% of 55% flux loss. This indicates 

very little seasonal variability in low cloud albedo. 

Middle clouds experienced the largest seasonal change in solar flux reduction 

(Fig 3.3). During the colder months of November, January, and February, flux loss 

varied between –48.9 W/m2 and –111.8 W/m2. Between the months of February 

and March, flux loss changed drastically from –100.3 W/m2 to –328.3 W/m2 
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(respectively). This dramatic increase in radiation loss is the largest month-to-

month rate of change compared to the other etages. Radiation loss peaks in May at –

442.4 W/m2. Losses decrease slightly during the summer months of JJA and ranges 

between –333.0 W/m2 and –374.4 W/m2. Radiation losses decrease in the Fall, 

before reaching a minimum in November.  

Percentage of flux reflected in middle clouds also experiences the most 

seasonality compared to low and high clouds (Fig 3.4). Like raw flux density loss, the 

percentage of solar radiation reflected is at a minimum during the months of 

November, January, and February. Middle level clouds reflect on average 17.1% of 

energy in November, 25.0% in January, and 20.8% in February. Conversely, during 

the spring and summer months, middle clouds reflect nearly twice the amount of 

incoming solar radiation compared to winter. May experiences a maximum in 

reflected solar radiation at 55.1%. JJA shows losses of 41.0%, 50.1%, and 49.6% 

(respectively). Middle clouds experience the strongest albedo values of the year 

during the warm months, and their lowest values during the cold months.  

The high cloud etage experience the lowest radiation loss and seasonal 

change (Fig 3.5). High cloud radiation loss was at a minimum during the fall months 

of October (–75.9 W/m2) and November (–55.9 W/m2). JFM increases to –113.4 

W/m2, –104 W/m2, and –147 W/m2 (respectively).  May averages reached –191.2 

W/m2 for a secondary maximum in the high cloud radiation loss dataset. June losses 

were –135.9 W/m2, before the yearly maximum of –204.0 W/m2 in July. Radiation 

loss falls back into the lower –100 W/m2 range for the months of August and 

September. 
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Reflected flux for high clouds peaks in January at 26.4% (Fig 3.6). From that 

point, percentages decrease steadily until reaching 16.9% in April. Monthly 

averages rebound during MJJ and range between 18.3% to 25.7%. August, 

September, and November percentage averages were all ~16%. October is the only 

outlier among those months at 18.1%. 

High cloud radiation loss and albedo had the least amount of seasonal 

variability compared to the other two height etages. The range of monthly radiation 

loss in high clouds was between –55.9 W/m2 and –204.0 W/m2, which equates to an 

annual range of 148.1 W/m2. Low clouds have an annual loss range of 273.3 W/m2, 

and middle level clouds have a range of 393.6 W/m2. This pattern is also present in 

the percentage of radiation reflected. High clouds experienced an annual range of 

10.3%, Low clouds had a range of 14.3% and Middle clouds ranged between 37.5%. 
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Figure 3.1 Monthly average solar flux density (W/m2) lost by low clouds. Means 
were calculated by averaging every albedo measurement in each respective month.  
Reflected solar radiation is at a minimum during the winter months, and at a 
maximum during the summer season.  
 

 

Figure 3.2 Monthly average percentage of solar flux density lost due to low clouds. 
Monthly means were calculated by averaging every albedo measurement in each 
respective month. The percentage of reflected solar radiation remains stable 
throughout the year. Low cloud albedo fluctuates +/- 4% around 55%, except 
during February when values reach 45%. 
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Figure 3.3 Monthly average raw solar flux density (W/m2) lost due to middle clouds. 
Reflected solar radiation is at a minimum during the winter months, and at a 
maximum during the summer season. 
 

 

Figure 3.4 Monthly average percentage of solar flux density lost due to middle 
clouds. Middle cloud albedo is at a minimum during the winter months. Their albedo 
values are in the same range as high clouds during that time. Conversely, middle 
cloud albedo is at a maximum in both the spring and summer months. Albedo values 
are closer to low clouds during those seasons.  
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Figure 3.5 Monthly average solar flux density (W/m2) lost due to high clouds. 
Radiation loss minimum during the cold months, and at a maximum during the 
summer months when the angle is higher. The annual range of radiation loss is the 
lowest of all the cloud etages at 57.7 W/m2.   

 

 
 

Figure 3.6 Monthly average percentage of solar flux density lost due to high clouds. 
Like low clouds, the percentage of reflected solar energy in high clouds remains 
consistent annually. Albedo ranges between 26.4% and 16.1%, producing an annual 
range of ~10%. 
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Table 3.1 Monthly average solar flux loss (W/m2) due to Low, Middle, and High 
clouds. Monthly means were calculated by summing radiation loss measurements 
from each month, then dividing by the number of instances.  
 

Radiation 

Loss 

(W/m2) JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

Low 
Clouds -284.4 -307.6 -369.6 -453.9 -445.8 -481 -505.4 -514.9 -424.3 -399.5 -298.4 -232.1 

Middle 
Clouds -111.7 -100.3 -328.3 -288.7 -442.4 -333 -376.1 -374.4 -270.5 -132.9 -48.8 N/A 

High 
Clouds -113.4 -104.4 -147.1 -108.2 -191.2 -135.8 -204 -117.6 -114 -75.9 -56 N/A 

 

 
Table 3.2 Monthly average percentage of solar flux reflected by Low, Middle, and 
High clouds. Means were calculated by summing radiation loss measurements from 
each month, then dividing by the number of instances.  
 

Percent 

Reflected 

(%) JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

Low 
Clouds 57.8 44.7 53.8 58.2 52.6 55.7 55.6 57.4 59 56.3 54.4 54.2 

Middle 
Clouds 25 20.8 49.4 44 55.2 41.1 50.1 49.6 44.6 28.1 17.7  N/A 

High 
Clouds 26.4 24.8 21.7 16.9 23.1 18.3 25.7 16.1 16.2 18.1 16.7  N/A 

 

b. Cloud Albedo by Time and Position 

Table 3.3 describes radiation loss and albedo over GSFC relative to the time 

of day. In Low clouds, radiation loss steadily increases from –158.2 W/m2 at 11 Z, to 

a peak of –502 W/m2 at 17 Z. Loss decreases each consecutive hour until a minimum 

of –146.8 W/m2 at 22 Z. Percent reflected values increase from 45.6% at 12 Z to a 

peak of 65.3% at 19Z. Percentages gradually fall to 57.6% by 22Z. 

Middle cloud radiation loss and percent reflected followed a similar diurnal 

pattern. Radiation loss increased from a minimum of –90.0 W/m2 at 11Z, to a daily 

maximum of –448.8 W/m2 at 17Z. Losses decline each consecutive hour until 
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reaching a secondary minimum of –143.4 W/m2 at 22Z. Percent reflected values 

during 11Z to 16Z vary between 30%  to 49% and did not show a clear trend. Albedo 

increases after 17Z from 31% to a daily peak of 52.1% by 20Z. Percentages 

remained below 50% for the final two hours. 

High clouds showed the same diurnal radiative flux loss trend as low and 

middle clouds. Flux loss increased from a minimum of –24.5 W/m2 at 11Z to a peak 

of –187.2 W/m2 at 16Z. Losses decreased each consecutive hour before reaching a 

secondary minimum of –61.9 W/m2 at 22Z. Percent reflected rose from 10.7% at 

11Z to 20.3% at 12Z. Following 12Z, albedo varied between 16.4% to 26.3% and 

showed no clear trend. 

Table 3.3 Average flux loss (W/m2), and percentage of radiation reflected 
(%) in low, middle, and high clouds relative to the time of day. Averages were 
calculated using measurements from each hour, independent of time of year. Each 
etage experiences a gradual increase in albedo during the morning hours, before 
peaking between 17Z to 18Z, then falls gradually until 22Z. 
 

TIME (Z) 

Low 
Cloud 

Radiation 
Loss  

(W/m2) 

Low 
Cloud 

Percent 
Loss (%) 

Middle 
Cloud 

Radiation 
Loss 

(W/m2) 

Middle 
Cloud 

Percent 
Loss (%) 

High 
Cloud 

Radiation 
Loss 

(W/m2) 

High 
Cloud 

Percent 
Loss (%) 

11 -158.2 56.4 -90.0 49.1 -24.5 10.7 

12 -208.3 45.6 -196.5 40.7 -59.0 20.3 

13 -267.0 49.9 -227.2 36.5 -82.6 19.5 
14 -364.2 50.6 -212.9 30.0 -95.1 17.1 

15 -437.0 53.4 -388.2 40.3 -128.0 17.3 

16 -479.7 54.7 -274.8 31.1 -187.2 23.4 
17 -502.0 59.6 -448.8 44.7 -125.9 16.4 

18 -460.8 64.9 -434.7 47.5 -129.9 18.9 

19 -381.3 65.3 -367.1 46.7 -113.9 22.5 

20 -320.4 58.5 -331.2 52.1 -104.8 26.3 
21 -243.8 55.6 -227.3 50.6 -67.8 18.8 

22 -146.8 57.6 -143.4 51.9 -61.9 24.7 
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Table 3.4 describes the amount of solar radiation reflected by a cloud’s 

position relative to the pyranometer. For low clouds, the average radiation loss at 

the leading edge is –432.6 W/m2, and 54.9% of incoming solar radiation is reflected. 

Loss peaks in the center of the cloud at –458.5 W/m2 and accounts for a 58.5% loss 

in solar flux. The departing edge decreases to values like the leading edge at –434.9 

W/m2 and 56.1%.  These values indicate albedo is at a maximum in the center of the 

cloud, with diminished values in the leading and departing edges. Note in high 

clouds the departing edge experienced slightly higher albedo values than the leading 

edge.  

Table 3.4 Radiation loss (W/m2) and percentage of flux reflected (%) in low, middle, 
and high clouds relative to their position. Each position counts for a respective third 
of flux reduction measurements during a cloud’s passage. Each leading, center, and 
departing measurement were summed and divided independent of season. 
 

Cloud 
Position 

Low 
Cloud 

Radiation 
Loss 

(W/m2) 

Low 
Cloud 

Percent 
Reflected 

(%) 

Middle 
Cloud 

Radiation 
Loss 

(W/m2) 

Middle 
Cloud 

Percent 
Reflected 

(%) 

High 
Cloud 

Radiation 
Loss 

(W/m2) 

High 
Cloud 

Percent 
Reflected 

(%) 

Leading 
Edge -432.6 54.9 -341.1 45.5 -145.3 21.9 

Center -458.5 58.8 -352.8 48.5 -152.0 23.6 

Departing 
Edge -434.9 56.1 -348.9 47.9 -162.0 24.2 

 

Middle cloud position flux loss followed a similar trend to low clouds. The 

leading edge, center, and departing edge recorded radiation losses of –341.1 W/m2, 

–352.8 W/m2, and –348.9 W/m2 (respectively). The percentage of flux reflected 

followed the same trend with 45.5% lost at the leading edge, 48.5% in the center, 

and 47.9% at the departing edge. Like the radiation losses in the low cloud etage, 

there is a maximum in albedo in the center of middle clouds, and slightly lower 
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values at the edges, with the departing edge reflecting slightly more than the 

leading. 

The high cloud etage experienced a different position albedo trend than 

middle and low clouds. Instead of albedo peaking in the center segment of the cloud, 

the departing edge of the cloud reflected more sunlight, on average, than the other 

two segments. The leading-edge experienced loss values of –145.3 W/m2 and 

reflected 21.9% of flux. Flux loss at the center of the cloud increased to –152.0 

W/m2 and reflects 23.6%. The departing edge reached a maximum loss of –162.0 

W/m2 and has an albedo of 24.2%. These values indicate an incremental increase in 

high cloud albedo as they traverse over the GSFC.  

c. Aerosols and Cloud Albedo 

Table 3.5 represents cloud albedo relative to ambient AOD measurements. In 

low clouds, radiation loss is at a minimum (–269.8 W/m2) when AOD values are 

between 0.0-0.05. As the AOD increases, flux loss increases before peaking at –617.3 

W/m2 in the 0.5-0.6 bracket. Radiation loss declines at the highest levels of AOD. 

Percent reflected values do not follow the same gradual trend. There is a peak of 69% 

in the 0.5-0.6 bracket; however, the percent reflected between 0.0-0.5 vary 50.5% - 

66.3% and show no clear trend.  

Middle cloud radiation loss shows a minimum of –137.3 W/m2 when AOD is 

between 0.0-0.05. Subsequent higher values of AOD between 0.05-0.3 corresponded 

with a flux loss of approximately –300 W/m2. In the 0.05-0.1 bracket, loss peaks at –

363.3 W/m2. Past 0.3 AOD, radiation loss varies between –139.6 W/m2 and –309.9 

W/m2. 
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The percentage of solar flux reflected starts at 24.4% in the 0.0-0.05 bracket. 

In the next range, 0.5-0.1, average percent reflected increases to 46.8%. Between AOD 

values of 0.05-0.4, albedo varies between 45.3% and 47.7%. Albedo drops to a 

minimum of 19.0% in the 0.4-0.5 range, before reaching a maximum of 58.5% in the 

following 0.5-0.6 bin. 

High level cloud flux loss starts at –66.0 W/m2 in the 0.0-0.05 range. It steadily 

increases to a maximum of –209.3 W/m2 in the 0.2-0.3 range. Percent reflected values 

follow a similar trend; albedo is 17.6% in the 0.0-0.05 range, then increases to ~20% 

between 0.5-.2. Reflectivity peaks in the 0.2-0.3 range with a maximum of 24.9%. 

Table 3.5 Radiation loss (W/m2) and percentage of flux reflected (%) in low, middle 
and high clouds relative to the daily average 500 nm AOD. Albedo measurements 
were categorized by the daily 500 nm, then averaged across all seasons.  
 

Aerosol 
Optical 
Depth 

Low 
Cloud 

Radiation 
Loss 

(W/m2) 

Low Cloud 
Percent 

Reflected 
(%) 

Middle 
Cloud 

Radiation 
Loss  

(W/ m2) 

Middle 
Cloud 

Percent 
Reflected 

(%) 

High 
Cloud 

Radiation 
Loss 

 (W/ m2) 

High 
Cloud 

Percent 
Reflected 

(%) 

0.0-0.05 -269.8 54.7 -137.3 24.4 -66.0 17.6 

0.05-0.1 -390.6 66.3 -363.3 46.8 -108.1 20.1 
0.1-0.2 -440.9 54.8 -346.2 47.9 -120.6 19.3 

0.2-0.3 -478.6 55.1 -323.8 45.3 -209.3 24.9 

0.3-0.4 -364.4 50.5 -289.5 47.7 N/A N/A 
0.4-0.5 -408.7 50.8 -139.6 19.0 -81.0 20.7 

0.5-0.6 -671.3 69.0 -309.6 58.5 N/A N/A 

0.6-0.7 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

0.7-0.8 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
0.8-0.9 -423.6 46.3 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

0.9+ -563.0 60.4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 
 

Table 3.6 shows the R2 values (calculated as a percentage) for each cloud 

height albedo and AOD. The R2 value was calculated using each radiation loss 

measurement (W/m2) data point, dependent on cloud height, and the corresponding 
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daily average AOD. Low and middle clouds have an extremely low R2 value at 2.1% 

and 0.1% (respectively). High level clouds are slightly higher at 13.1%. These R2 

values indicate little to no correlation between the daily average 500 nm AOD and 

cloud albedo. 

Table 3.6 Annual R2 correlation between daily average 500 nm AOD to solar flux 
loss (W/m2) from low, middle and high clouds.  
 

Cloud Etage R2 

Low 2.1% 

Middle 0.1% 

High 13.1% 

 

Table 3.7 shows the correlation coefficient (CC) of cloud albedo to daily 

average AOD. Like the results in Table 3.6, there is a very low correlation between 

AOD and cloud albedo. Low clouds have a CC of –0.15, Middle clouds have a CC of 

0.06, and High clouds recorded the largest CC at –0.36. The negative CC values 

indicate a surprising decrease in cloud albedo when AOD increased. However, note 

these CC values are extremely low, and indicate that daily average AOD has little to 

no effect on cloud albedo. 

Table 3.7 Annual correlation coefficient between daily average 500 nm AOD and 
radiation loss (W/m2) in low, middle, and high etages.  
 

Cloud Etage 
Correlation 
Coefficient 

Low –0.15 

Middle 0.06 

High –0.36 
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CHAPTER 4 

4. Discussion and Future Work 

a. Cloud Albedo Variability by Etage 

Our research shows that low clouds consistently reflect more incoming solar 

radiation than any other cloud height. On average, low clouds disrupted 54.9% of 

incoming surface solar flux. Middle clouds reflected ~10% less, with an average flux 

reduction of 45.7%. High clouds reflected less than half the amount as low clouds, at 

20.4%. 

Low clouds reflect more energy than any other cloud etages due to their 

microphysical make-up. Previous studies have shown that liquid cloud droplets 

have a higher albedo than ice crystals (Twomey 1974, Twomey 1977, Ramanathan 

2001). Low clouds, due to their proximity to the ground, have a higher chance of 

forming supercooled water droplets. Observations in clouds have shown that at –

10°C, it is possible to have only one ice crystal per million liquid water droplets. In 

the higher cloud etages temperatures are colder, which promotes the formation of 

ice crystals. At –20°C, the ratio of ice to liquid is around 50%, at –40°C clouds are 

comprised entirely as ice crystals (Pruppacher and Klett 1979). As the ratio of ice 

crystals to liquid droplets increases, the optical thickness and albedo of the cloud 

decreases. 

Reflected solar flux density varied seasonally in low, middle, and high clouds. 

Low cloud flux loss increased from a minimum of –232.1 W/m2 in December to a 

maximum of –514.9 W/m2 in August. Middle cloud flux loss rose from a minimum of 

–48.9 W/m2 in November to a maximum of –442.6 W/m2 in May. High cloud 
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radiation loss rose from –55.9 W/m2 in November to –204 W/m2 in July. The 

seasonality is due in part to annual changes in the solar angle. During the winter 

months, energy from the sun is at a minimum. Peak solar energy distribution at the 

surface will reach values ~600 W/m2. Conversely, during the summer months, the 

solar flux density can reach a maximum of ~1200 W/m2. This increase in solar 

energy allows each etage to have a higher potential albedo.  

High clouds experienced the least seasonal change compared to the other 

etages. Annual high cloud flux reduction ranged between 56 W/m2 and 204 W/m2, 

and the precent reflected range was 9%.  These low ranges are likely because of 

high cloud’s consistency in phase. Clouds in this etage are typically comprised of ice 

crystals throughout the year. Therefore, optical thickness and single-scattering 

albedo remains consistent; and the remaining seasonal variable is the solar angle. 

With only one seasonal variable, this creates a low annual albedo range for high 

clouds. 

The cloud onset and departure dataset showed albedo variability within 

different sections of a cloud. In low and middle clouds, onset flux loss was lowest at 

–432.6 W/m2 (54.8%) and –341.1 W/ m2 (45.5%) (respectively). Departure values 

were comparable within low and middle clouds at –434.8 W/ m2 (56.1%) and –

348.9 W/ m2 (47.9%) (respectively). Both cloud heights had their maximum albedo 

in the center section of the cloud. Low clouds showed loss values of –458.5 W/ m2 

(58.8%) and middle clouds experienced –352.8 W/ m2 (48.4%). 

The center section of low and middle clouds may have the highest albedo due 

to increased cloud droplets in the center of the cloud. The limbs of the cloud on the 
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onset and departure sides typically do not grow as tall as the center of the cloud. 

Consequently, this produces a lower optical thickness at the edges of a cloud 

compared to its center. This may explain why lower albedo measurements occur in 

the onset and departure sides. 

High clouds showed a completely different trend. Albedo measurements rose 

as the cloud traversed over the station. Flux loss increased from –145.3 W/m2 

(21.9%) on onset, –151.9 W/m2 (23.6%) in the center, to –162.0 W/m2 (24.2%) in 

the departing section. This gradual increase may be due to the formation of high-

level clouds. High clouds are typically associated with warm fronts that produce 

high level cirrus. As the clouds move overhead, their bases gradually fall as the 

warm front approaches. This decrease in cloud height overtime may explain why 

the departing edge had the highest levels of albedo. 

b. Middle Cloud Albedo  

 Middle clouds experienced the largest seasonal change in albedo. Solar flux 

losses ranged from –48.8 W/m2 (17.7 %) in November to a maximum of –442.4 

W/m2 (55.1%) in May. This is the largest swing in albedo compared to the other two 

etages. Seasonal change in phase is a key contributor to the dramatic swing in 

monthly middle cloud albedo. 

During the winter months, middle level clouds normally form well above the 

freezing line. Middle cloud formation during this season has a higher chance of 

producing ice crystals in the cold temperatures. When middle cloud droplets change 

phase from liquid to solid, the optical thickness and single-scattering albedo 

decreases. Lowering these metrics will lower the cloud’s albedo. Conversely, during 
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the summer months, middle clouds will typically form below the freezing line, 

favoring the development of liquid cloud droplets which raises the reflectivity of the 

cloud. Our data suggests that during the summer months, middle cloud albedo will 

resemble that of low clouds, and during the winter months, produce albedo values 

similar to high clouds. 

During the months of JJA, middle clouds reflect on average 46.9% of solar 

radiation. During that same timeframe, low clouds reflect 56.2% and high clouds 

reflect 20.0%. This shows that middle cloud albedo is closer to low cloud values 

during JJA. Conversely, in the winter months, middle cloud albedo drops 

substantially. During NJF, middle clouds reflect on average 21.2% of incoming solar 

radiation. High clouds reflect 22.6% during the same period. This equates to a 

difference of 1.4% and indicates that middle and high clouds share nearly identical 

albedos during the winter months. 

The strong seasonality in middle cloud albedo shows the importance of 

optical thickness and single-scattering albedo qualities within a cloud. As the 

seasons change, so does the level of solid phase cloud development. The seasonal 

influence on middle cloud phase indirectly influences the cloud’s albedo. When the 

cloud is in a liquid phase, the optical thickness and single-scattering albedo rises. 

Therefore, middle clouds in the warm season experienced albedos similar to low 

clouds. During the winter months, middle clouds become comprised of ice crystals, 

and reflect solar radiation at the same efficiency as high clouds.    
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c. Cloud Albedo and Aerosols 

  Ambient aerosol optical depth and cloud albedo showed little correlation. R2 

values for the low, middle, and high etages, 2.1%, 0.1%, and 13.1% (respectively). 

Low clouds recorded –0.15 correlation coefficient (CC) values. Middle clouds 

recorded a CC of 0.06, and High clouds observed a CC of –0.36. They strongly suggest 

that daily average AOD at 500nm had little to no effect on raising cloud albedo.  

Table 3.4 shows a gradual increase in low and high cloud albedo as AOD 

values increased. However, these two values are not correlated. During the summer 

months, AOD increases in the Baltimore/D.C. area (Holben 2001). At the same time, 

the increased solar angle over the region naturally raises cloud albedo. Both values 

are increasing due to seasonal variables, not because of one another. This is further 

supported by the percent reflected values. As AOD values increase, the percentage of 

flux reflected does not change.  

Aerosol quantities in the atmosphere have an indirect effect on cloud albedo 

(Twomey 1977, Ramanathan 2001). While this study didn’t find any significant 

correlation between the two, this is most likely because of the methodology we used 

to quantify AOD values. In situ measurements within the clouds themselves will 

likely yield higher correlated results. 

Other studies have used more direct methods of aerosol retrieval and found 

stronger correlations between aerosols and cloud albedo. Graaf (2018) used lidar 

retrieval methods to determine aerosol quantities within a cloud. Their study used a 

depolarization UV lidar to back out aerosol quantity, cloud droplet number density, 

and effective droplet radius from individual clouds. An additional study by Min 
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(2004), used a multifilter rotation shadowband radiometer to retrieve aerosol 

quantities as well as cloud radiative properties. These studies are examples in ways 

that more direct methods, as opposed to using daily average AOD, can be more 

representative of aerosol and cloud radiative values for individual clouds.  

d. Suggestions for Further Research 

 In this study, the results only represent cloud radiative properties over 

Goddard Space Flight Center. Further research could be done on how cloud albedo 

varies across the globe for different etages. An effective method would be 

researching albedo measurements across multiple stations with pyranometers, 

ceilometers, and manned surface observations. Stations at higher or lower latitudes 

may observe different seasonal albedo trends. 

 Correlating aerosol quantity and cloud albedo is difficult without in situ 

measurements. In this study, the daily average AOD did not accurately represent the 

indirect effect aerosols have on cloud albedo. In future studies, the use of aerosol 

measurements in the cloud themselves would likely yield a better correlation 

between aerosols and cloud albedo.  

 Finally, classifying cloud heights at a finer resolution may provide more 

insight into how cloud albedo changes with respect to cloud height. The difference 

between albedo in a 2400 m cloud in the winter may be different than a 4500 m 

cloud during the same time. Both of those cloud heights would have been grouped 

into the middle cloud etage in this study. Categorizing cloud heights at a finer height 

resolution, rather than by cloud etage, may produce a better understanding of how 

albedo changes with altitude.  
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Appendix A: CLOUD DETECTION AND ASSIGNMENT CODE 

The following code reads in values from the GSFC pyranometer and performs 

pre-defined functions to determine cloud albedo. These functions use the slope of 

consecutive pyranometer measurements to calculate how much surface flux was lost 

due to cloud albedo. The script also reads manned and automated surface 

observations to estimate cloud height. The code will compare instances of sharp 

negative slopes to these surface observations to estimate cloud etage and albedo. 

 

#### 
# Christopher Hohman 
# Masters Thesis Program 
#### 
# Date(dd/mm/yyyy) [0] ,Time(hh:mm:ss) [1] ,JulianDay [2] 
,SolarFlux[W/m^2] [3] ,Solar_Zenith_Angle [4] 
#### 
 
##Functions## 
#Slope Function 
def slope(x1,y1,x2,y2): 
    s = (y2-y1)/(x2-x1) 
    return(s) 
#Line Equation 
def LOBF(x1,y1,x2,y2): 
    m =(y2-y1)/(x2-x1) 
    b = y1 - (x1*m) 
    return(m,b) 
#Get Flux Values 
def get_flux(m,b,xvalues): 
    fluxlist = [] 
    for x in xvalues:   #iterate through each cloud shaded x value 
        y = m*x+b 
        fluxlist.append(y) 
 
    return(fluxlist) 
#find difference 
def get_difference(final,initial): #ESTIMATED FIRST THEN OBSERVED 
    fdiff = [] 
    z = len(final)            # Get length of list first, then loop over it 
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    x = 0                     # Define counter 
    while x < z:             # loop over until x hits the size of the loop  
        difference = initial[x] - final[x] 
        fdiff.append(difference) 
        x = x+1 
    return(fdiff) 
#Percent loss function 
def get_loss(difference,calculated): 
    percent_loss = [] 
    for u in range(0,len(difference)): 
        diff = int(difference[u]) 
        calc = int(calculated[u]) 
        loss = (diff/calc)*100 
        percent_loss.append(loss) 
    return(percent_loss) 
         
 
##########Main Code Part 1 Cloud Height Detection######### 
import csv 
f = open("obs.txt", "r") 
file = csv.reader(f, delimiter = ',') 
time_reference = "00" 
cgslist = [] 
bwilist = [] 
fmelist = [] 
days = [] 
hours = [] 
dayindex = 0 
cloud_height = [] 
timer = -1 
incoun = 0 
incou = 0 #counter to turn day counter on and off 
while incou < 1: 
    dayin = input("Input days, enter for auto 31 days: ") 
    if dayin == "": 
        days = 
["01","02","03","04","05","06","07","08","09","10","11","12","13","14","15","1
6","17","18","19","20","21","22","23","24","25","26","27","28","29","30","31"]  
        break 
    if dayin == "done": 
        incou = 2 
        break 
    days.append(dayin) 
    num_days = len(days) 
final_day_counter = 1 
total_heights = 0 
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cgs_on = False 
fme_on = False 
cloud_already_compared = False 
for line in file: 
    if line[1][8:10] in days:                   #Only the specified days 
        sid = line[0] 
        time = line[1][11:13]                   #Picks out times, station id, and cloud 
heights 
        c1 = line[2] 
        c2 = line[3] 
        c3 = line[4] 
        if "CGS" in sid: 
            if c1 != "M": 
                cgslist.append(float(c1))       #Assigns cloud heights by station 
            if c2 != "M": 
                cgslist.append(float(c2)) 
            if c3 != "M": 
                cgslist.append(float(c3)) 
        if "FME" in sid: 
            if c1 != "M": 
                fmelist.append(float(c1)) 
            if c2 != "M": 
                fmelist.append(float(c2)) 
            if c3 != "M": 
                fmelist.append(float(c3)) 
        if "BWI" in sid: 
            if c1 != "M": 
                bwilist.append(float(c1)) 
            if c2 != "M": 
                bwilist.append(float(c2)) 
            if c3 != "M": 
                bwilist.append(float(c3)) 
        if "54" in line[1][14:16]: 
            ob_line = line 
            day_ref = str(line[1][8:10]) 
            mo_ref = str(line[1][5:7]) 
        if time_reference != time:                      # Once the hour flips over, it's time to 
reference the stations 
            time_reference = time                       #New Reference time to current hour 
            timer = 1 + timer                           #Timer used later on to determine when 
the day is over 
            print("***",timer,"***") 
            print("Hour: ",str(timer)+"00 to", time+"00") 
            if len(cgslist) > 0: 
                cgsheight = sum(cgslist)/len(cgslist)   #Creates station height 
averages to be compared for confidence levels 
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                cgs_on = True 
            if len(bwilist) >0: 
                bwiheight = sum(bwilist)/len(bwilist) 
            if len(fmelist) > 0: 
                fme_on = True 
                fmeheight = sum(fmelist)/len(fmelist) 
            if len(bwilist) == 0: 
                bwiheight = -9999 
    #Compares heights here 
    #The main concept with the height comparison is as follows. A list of all the 
heights recorded in the hour is compiled for each station. These heights are 
then all averaged together. 
    #The difference in the station averages determines the level of confidence. 
If the difference is low, high confidence. If the difference is high, low 
confidence. 
    #If there is only data from two stations, then it is marked with (STATION ID 
HIT) 
    #If there is only data from BWI, then it is marked as BWI ONLY, and the 54 
minute observation is used. 
                 
            if cgs_on == True and fme_on == True and abs(cgsheight-bwiheight) 
<1500 and abs(fmeheight-bwiheight) <1500: 
                if bwiheight <= 6500: 
                    print(ob_line) 
                    cheight = "LOW CLOUD" 
                    print("HIGH CONFIDENCE: LOW CLOUD") 
                if bwiheight > 6500 and bwiheight <= 16000: 
                    print(ob_line) 
                    print("HIGH CONFIDENCE: MIDDLE CLOUD") 
                    cheight = "MIDDLE CLOUD" 
                cloud_already_compared = True 
            if cgs_on == True and fme_on == True and abs(cgsheight-bwiheight) > 
2500 and abs(cgsheight-bwiheight) <3500 and abs(fmeheight-bwiheight) 
>2500 and abs(fmeheight-bwiheight) <3500 : 
                if bwiheight <= 6500: 
                    print(ob_line) 
                    print("MIDDLE CONFIDENCE: LOW CLOUD") 
                    cheight = "LOW CLOUD" 
                if bwiheight > 6500 and bwiheight <= 16000: 
                    print(ob_line) 
                    print("MIDDLE CONFIDENCE: MIDDLE CLOUD") 
                    cheight = "MIDDLE CLOUD" 
                cloud_already_compared = True 
            if cgs_on == True and fme_on == True and abs(cgsheight-bwiheight) 
>3500 and abs(fmeheight-bwiheight) >3500: 
                if bwiheight <= 6500: 
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                    print(ob_line) 
                    print("LOW CONFIDENCE: LOW CLOUD") 
                    cheight = "LOW CLOUD" 
                if bwiheight > 6500 and bwiheight <= 16000: 
                    print(ob_line) 
                    print("LOW CONFIDENCE: MIDDLE CLOUD") 
                    cheight = "MIDDLE CLOUD" 
                cloud_already_compared = True 
            if cgs_on == True and fme_on == False and (abs(cgsheight-bwiheight)) 
<=2000: 
                if bwiheight <= 6500: 
                    print("BWI",bwilist) 
                    print("CGS",cgslist) 
                    print("MIDDLE CONFIDENCE: LOW CLOUD (CGS HIT)") 
                    cheight = "LOW CLOUD" 
                if bwiheight > 6500 and bwiheight <= 16000: 
                    print("BWI",bwilist) 
                    print("CGS",cgslist) 
                    print("MIDDLE CONFIDENCE: MIDDLE CLOUD (CGS HIT)") 
                    cheight = "MIDDLE CLOUD" 
                cloud_already_compared = True                     
            if cgs_on == True and fme_on == False and (abs(cgsheight-bwiheight)) 
>2000: 
                if bwiheight <= 6500: 
                    print("BWI",bwilist) 
                    print("CGS",cgslist) 
                    print("LOW CONFIDENCE: LOW CLOUD (CGS HIT) CHECK") 
                    cheight = "LOW CLOUD" 
                if bwiheight > 6500 and bwiheight <= 16000: 
                    print("BWI",bwilist) 
                    print("CGS",cgslist) 
                    print("LOW CONFIDENCE: MIDDLE CLOUD (CGS HIT) CHECK") 
                    cheight = "MIDDLE CLOUD" 
                cloud_already_compared = True    
            if cgs_on == False and fme_on == True and (abs(fmeheight-bwiheight)) 
<=2000: 
                if bwiheight <= 6500: 
                    print("BWI",bwilist) 
                    print("FME",fmelist) 
                    print("MIDDLE CONFIDENCE: LOW CLOUD (FME HIT)") 
                    cheight = "LOW CLOUD" 
                if bwiheight > 6500 and bwiheight <= 16000: 
                    print("BWI",bwilist) 
                    print("FME",fmelist) 
                    print("MIDDLE CONFIDENCE: MIDDLE CLOUD (FME HIT)") 
                    cheight = "MIDDLE CLOUD" 
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                cloud_already_compared = True                                        
            if cgs_on == False and fme_on == True and (abs(fmeheight-bwiheight)) 
>2000: 
                if bwiheight <= 6500: 
                    print("BWI",bwilist) 
                    print("FME",fmelist) 
                    print("LOW CONFIDENCE: LOW CLOUD (FME HIT) CHECK") 
                    cheight = "LOW CLOUD" 
                if bwiheight > 6500 and bwiheight <= 16000: 
                    print("BWI",bwilist) 
                    print("FME",fmelist) 
                    print("LOW CONFIDENCE: MIDDLE CLOUD (FME HIT) CHECK") 
                    cheight = "MIDDLE CLOUD" 
                cloud_already_compared = True                                        
            if cgs_on == False and fme_on == False: 
                if bwiheight <=6500: 
                    print(ob_line) 
                    print("BWI ONLY LOW CLOUD") 
                    cheight = "LOW CLOUD" 
                if bwiheight >6500 and bwiheight <16000: 
                    print(ob_line) 
                    print("BWI ONLY MIDDLE CLOUD") 
                    cheight = "MIDDLE CLOUD" 
                if bwiheight >=16000: 
                    print(ob_line) 
                    print("BWI ONLY HIGH CLOUD") 
                    cheight = "HIGH CLOUD" 
                cloud_already_compared = True 
            if cloud_already_compared == False: 
                print("UNKNOWN CONFIDENCE, CHECK") 
                print(ob_line) 
                cheight = "NULL" 
            try: 
                cheight = cheight +"," 
            except: 
                cheight = "NULL" 
            print(len(cheight)) 
            cloud_height.append(cheight) 
            total_heights = total_heights +1  
            if timer == 22 and final_day_counter == num_days:         #This is for the 
last day. It doesn't go to 23 because the data ends before the next day. Final 
day counter is used to fix this issue 
                incoun = 0 
                cloud_height.append(cheight)                          #Appends  
                total_heights = total_heights + 1 
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                print("Reminder, last day of the month uses the 22nd hour Cloud 
Height for the 23rd Hour!") 
                while incoun < 1: 
                    changed = True 
                    dayin = input("Starts at 0, low, mid, high for height, type done when 
finished ") 
                    if dayin == "low": 
                        change = int(input("What Hour? 0-23")) 
                        cloud_height[change] = "LOW CLOUD" 
                        changed = False 
                    if dayin == "mid": 
                        change = int(input("What Hour? 0-23")) 
                        cloud_height[change] = "MIDDLE CLOUD," 
                        changed = False 
                    if dayin == "high": 
                        change = int(input("What Hour? 0-23")) 
                        cloud_height[change] = "HIGH CLOUD," 
                        changed = False 
                    if dayin == "done": 
                        incoun = 2 
                        break 
                    if dayin == "": 
                        print("Try again") 
                    if changed == True: 
                        hours.append(int(dayin)) 
                    changed = True 
                    
                for y in hours: 
                    cloud_height[y] = "NULL," 
 
                #filename = "Day_"+str(days[dayindex])+".txt" 
                filename = "Day_"+day_ref+"_Mo_"+mo_ref+".txt" 
                cfile = open(filename,"w+") 
                cfile.writelines(cloud_height) 
                dayindex = dayindex +1 
                cfile.close() 
                cloud_height = [] 
                time_reference="00" 
                timer = -1 
                 
            if timer == 23:                                      
                final_day_counter = final_day_counter +1            # This is the part where 
You're adding in any NULL Values 
                incoun = 0 
                while incoun < 1: 
                    changed = True 
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                    dayin = input("Starts at 0, low, mid, high for height, type done when 
finished ") 
                    if dayin == "low": 
                        change = int(input("What Hour? 0-23")) 
                        cloud_height[change] = "LOW CLOUD" 
                        changed = False 
                    if dayin == "mid": 
                        change = int(input("What Hour? 0-23")) 
                        cloud_height[change] = "MIDDLE CLOUD," 
                        changed = False 
                    if dayin == "high": 
                        change = int(input("What Hour? 0-23")) 
                        cloud_height[change] = "HIGH CLOUD," 
                        changed = False 
                    if dayin == "done": 
                        incoun = 2 
                        break 
                    if dayin == "": 
                        print("Try again") 
                    if changed == True: 
                        hours.append(int(dayin)) 
                for y in hours: 
                    cloud_height[y] = "NULL," 
                #WRITTING TO FILE HERE 
                filename = "Day_"+day_ref+"_Mo_"+mo_ref+".txt" 
                cfile = open(filename,"w+") 
                cfile.writelines(cloud_height) 
                dayindex = dayindex +1 
                cfile.close() 
                cloud_height = [] 
                time_reference="00" 
                timer = -1 
            print("") 
            print("") 
            print("") 
            time_reference = time 
            cgslist = [] 
            bwilist = [] 
            fmelist = [] 
            cloud_already_compared = False 
            cgs_on = False 
            fme_on = False 
 
#########Main Code Part 2 Solar Detection ########## 
 
#Opening file. Needed to use CSV reader to deliminate everything by , 
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import csv 
 
file = open("pyro.txt", "r") 
 
data =csv.reader(file,delimiter = ',') 
 
##Define Variables## 
fluxindex = 0 #For writing to files the flux values 
#Define lists for determining slopes 
 
xslopelist = [] 
yslopelist = [] 
 
#Define first point (0,0) 
#Will be removed immediately 
 
xslopelist.append(0) 
yslopelist.append(0) 
 
# Define first x and y value to add to it in loop 
 
x = 0 
y = 0 
 
#Define cloudstart. This variable tells the program "We are actively looking 
for a cloud" 
cloudstart = False 
#Make list of cloud shaded points 
cloudlistx = [] 
cloudlisty = [] 
tlist = [] 
#Define Stopgap Value 
stopgap = 0 
# Getting days to look up in month 
 
##Main For Loop for Data## 
# ** y = flux, x = time of day ** 
 
 
for line in data: 
 
    sender = line[0] 
    current = str(line[0][0:2]) 
    if current in days: 
        #Run program 
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        #Add one to x to move to the correct y 
        x = x+1 
        y = int(round(float(line[3]))) 
         
        #Append to the slope list. Appending the CURRENT point (x2,y2) 
        xslopelist.append(x) 
        yslopelist.append(y) 
        #Getting the slope value 
        #Create an alternate x value so the slope isn't too broad during 
calculations 
        altx = xslopelist[0] +1 
        sl = slope(xslopelist[0],yslopelist[0],xslopelist[1],yslopelist[1]) 
 
         
             
    ###****CLOUD DETECTING ALGORITHM***** 
        #The basis of this Algorithm is the last NON-SHADED cloud point is 
comparing its slope to consecutive flux values. 
        #If the slope is still vastly negative, then the algorithm continues. Once the 
slope is >= -40 the algorithm stops. 
             
        if cloudstart == True and sl < -40:             #If the algorithm is on, and the 
slope is still negative, then add the cloud shaded values to the list. 
            time = line[1] 
            tlist.append(time) 
            cloudlistx.append(x) 
            cloudlisty.append(y) 
            del xslopelist[1]                           #Delete the values and start over again. 
            del yslopelist[1] 
            stopgap = stopgap + 1                           #Stop gap so that if the algorithm 
goes on for too long, then it will stop everything and just reset to normal 
monitoring 
        if sl <= -40 and cloudstart == False: 
            time = line[1] 
            tlist.append(time) 
            cloudpointx = xslopelist[0]                 #X and Y Values of the last point 
BEFORE a cloud obscured the ground 
            cloudpointy = yslopelist[0] 
            cloudstart = True                           #Cloud algorithm is on 
            cloudlistx.append(x)                        #Append cloud shaded values to a list. 
Both X and Y values 
            cloudlisty.append(y) 
             
            del xslopelist[1] 
            del yslopelist[1]                   #Remove the CURRENT CLOUD OBSCURED 
value from the slope list 
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        if cloudstart == False:                         #algorithm isn't on, and everything is 
running as normal. Just delete the slope list 
            del xslopelist[0] 
            del yslopelist[0] 
             
        if sl >= -40 and cloudstart == True:             #If  
            cloudstart = False                          #End Cloud Algorithm 
            lineeq = LOBF(xslopelist[0],yslopelist[0],xslopelist[1],yslopelist[1]) 
#Send first and second points into the function lineeq to fine the equation of 
the line 
            finalflux = get_flux(lineeq[0],lineeq[1],cloudlistx)  # Sending in the m 
(lineeq[0]), b (lineeq[1]), and cloud shaded x values to get the estimated flux 
values 
            flux_difference = get_difference(finalflux,cloudlisty) #Get the difference 
between the estimated flux, and observed flux 
            percent_loss = get_loss(flux_difference,finalflux) 
            chlist = [] 
            fluxindex = 0 
            for w in tlist: 
                clag = True 
                finame = "Day_"+str(line[0][0:2])+"_Mo_"+str(line[0][3:5])+".txt"                                        
#Now checks cloud levels and assigns it to that height value 
                hfile = open(finame,"r") 
                fdata = csv.reader(hfile, delimiter = ',') 
                hourind = w[0:2] 
                if hourind == "00": 
                    clag = False 
                if hourind[0] == "0": 
                    hourind = int(hourind[1]) 
                for linez in fdata: 
                    for x in range(0,23): 
                        chlist.append(linez[x]) 
                if clag == True: 
                    ch = chlist[int(hourind)]  
                    if "LOW CLOUD" in ch: 
                        lfile = open("low.txt","a") 
                        floss = str(percent_loss[fluxindex]) 
                        finalch = str(flux_difference[fluxindex]) 
                        time_f = str(line[0][0:2])+"_"+str(line[0][3:5])+"_"+w 
                        lfile.write("\n") 
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                        lfile.write(time_f) 
                        lfile.write("\t") 
                        lfile.write(finalch) 
                        lfile.write("\t") 
                        lfile.write(floss) 
                        lfile.close() 
                    if "MIDDLE CLOUD" in ch: 
                        lfile = open("middle.txt","a") 
                        floss = str(percent_loss[fluxindex]) 
                        finalch = str(flux_difference[fluxindex]) 
                        time_f = str(line[0][0:2])+"_"+str(line[0][3:5])+"_"+w 
                        lfile.write("\n") 
                        lfile.write(time_f) 
                        lfile.write("\t") 
                        lfile.write(finalch) 
                        lfile.write("\t") 
                        lfile.write(floss) 
                        lfile.close() 
                    if "HIGH CLOUD" in ch: 
                        lfile = open("high.txt","a") 
                        finalch = str(flux_difference[fluxindex]) 
                        floss = str(percent_loss[fluxindex]) 
                        time_f = str(line[0][0:2])+"_"+str(line[0][3:5])+"_"+w 
                        lfile.write("\n") 
                        lfile.write(time_f) 
                        lfile.write("\t") 
                        lfile.write(finalch) 
                        lfile.write("\t") 
                        lfile.write(floss) 
                        lfile.close() 
                    if "NULL" in ch: 
                        lfile = open("null.txt","a") 
                        finalch = str(flux_difference[fluxindex]) 
                        floss = str(percent_loss[fluxindex]) 
                        lfile.write(sender) 
                        lfile.write("\n") 
                        lfile.write(w) 
                        lfile.write("\n") 
                        lfile.write(finalch) 
                        lfile.write("\t") 
                        lfile.write(floss) 
                        lfile.write("\n") 
                        lfile.write("\n") 
                clag = True 
                tlist = [] 
                fluxindex = fluxindex + 1 
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            fluxindex = 0 
             
            print("*** Current Day:", current) 
            print("The Starting time was:", time) 
            print("The Ending time was:", line[1]) 
            print("The Starting X Value Was:",xslopelist[0]) 
            print("The Starting Flux Value Was:",yslopelist[0]) 
            print("The X Values in Between Were:", cloudlistx) 
            print("The Flux Value in Between were:",cloudlisty) 
            print("The Estimated Flux Values were:",finalflux) 
            print("The difference in flux values are:", flux_difference) 
            print("The Now Current X value is:",x) 
            print("The Now Current Y value is:",y) 
            print("Percent loss,",percent_loss) 
            cloudlistx = []                             #Clear cloud x and y list to reset the values 
            cloudlisty = [] 
            xslopelist = [x]                            #Resetting everything.  
            yslopelist = [y]                            #Make slope list reset to the latest "Good" 
value 
            stopgap = 0                                 #Reset stop gap 
 
        if cloudstart == True:                          #This is the stopgap section. If the 
algorithm goes on for too long, then it probably messed up somewhere.  
            if stopgap >= 20: 
                cloudstart = False 
                lineeq = LOBF(xslopelist[0],yslopelist[0],xslopelist[1],yslopelist[1]) 
#Send first and second points into the function lineeq to fine the equation of 
the line 
                finalflux = get_flux(lineeq[0],lineeq[1],cloudlistx)  # Sending in the m 
(lineeq[0]), b (lineeq[1]), and cloud shaded x values to get the estimated flux 
values 
                flux_difference = get_difference(finalflux,cloudlisty) #Get the 
difference between the estimated flux, and observed flux 
                print("*******STOPGAP WAS USED TO END LOOP***********") 
                print("The Starting time Was:", time) 
                print("The Ending time was:", line[1]) 
                print("The Starting X Value Was:",xslopelist[0]) 
                print("The Starting Flux Value Was:",yslopelist[0]) 
                print("The X Values in Between Were:", cloudlistx) 
                print("The Flux Value in Between were:",cloudlisty) 
                print("The Estimated Flux Values were:",finalflux) 
                print("The difference in flux values are:", flux_difference) 
                print("The Now Current X value is:",x) 
                print("The Now Current Y value is:",y) 
                cloudlistx = []                              
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                cloudlisty = [] 
                xslopelist = [x]                             
                yslopelist = [y]                             
                stopgap = 0                                 #Reset stop gap 
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